
 
 
Thursday 18th February 2021 Evening  The traditional dinner at the HBVCC clubrooms may 
be relocated to a large marquee on the Marine Parade next to the War Memorial. Limited 
to 200. Fully catered. Full bar service.  Fashion Parade and prizes. We hope to have Bertie 
there as our MC. Location and price per head to be confirmed. 
 

Friday 19th February 2021 
HBVCC main rally starting at clubrooms. Special routes for the Veterans. Likely ending up at 
a nice picnic lunch venue. We will organise a tail end Charlie with trailer for the Veterans 
this day.  At twilight we hope to have the parade of lights for those cars that   qualify.   
Friday evening in town to mix and mingle. Park up the cars on Marine Parade. Warbirds 
flyover.  
 

Saturday 20th February 2021 
Morning tea and car show at HBVCC clubrooms. Fashion judging and Popular Choice voting. 
At about 11am the veterans will make their way into town to line up for the grand parade 
(starts at 12.30 sharp but Veterans all to be in place by noon). After the parade, depending 
on numbers, the veteran will be parked inside the sound shell together. If we have too 
many there is an adjacent area we can hold for the excess. HBVCC will be giving rides for 
donations from 1.30pm to 4 pm. Your assistance in giving rides, even for a half hour, will be 
appreciated.  
Saturday evening  Is free to mix and mingle or attend other events.  
 

Sunday 21st February 2021 
Breakfast and entertainment at the HBVCC clubrooms. It would be great if some of the 
older veterans could give rides, to fellow entrants, around the reserve area. Head into 
town and check out the trolley derby and the Gatsby picnic. HBVCC will be giving rides for 
donations from 1.30pm to 4 pm.  Your assistance in giving rides, even for a half hour, will 
be appreciated.  
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